SECTION 2

GENERAL

2.8 Trapping on Airport Property (rev. 12/2021)

Trapping on Fairbanks Airport property is strictly prohibited unless authorized and permitted by the Airport. The Airport may issue a Sub-permit for nuisance species as needed on a case by case basis and the Airport may terminate the Sub-permit at any time.

The Fairbanks Airport currently only allows trapping of beaver under the surface of the water, that are a nuisance on airport property.

How to Apply for a Nuisance Trapping Permit

Submit a completed Application to Nuisance Trap on Airport Property via email to fai.operations@alaska.gov. If the airport has a need for nuisance trapping for the current trapping season then a Sub-permit for airport property may be approved.

If approved the Sub-permit authorizes you as a Sub-permitee to trap/snare the designated nuisance species at specific locations on the west end of Levee Road on the South end of FAI (please see attached map).

A current valid trapping license and compliance with Alaska Department of Fish & Game trapping regulations is required to use this Sub-permit. This Sub-permit may not be assigned or transferred.

The Sub-permittee shall indemnify the State and its agents and employees against a loss or obligation arising directly or indirectly from the Sub-permittee’s exercise of the privileges granted in this Sub-permit and the Sub-permittee’s operations and activity at FIA in the following manner:

- Trapping area must be identified by a sign with trapper name and contact number
- Notification must be made to FAI Operations prior to setting traps and when all traps are removed
- All traps and snares must be set under the surface of ice or water, so they do not attract or pose a threat to non-targeted species or pets
- Traps will not be affixed/tied to any airport infrastructure
- Discharge of a firearm is prohibited
- All manmade materials must be completely removed at end of season
- Do not dispose of animal carcasses on airport property
- Avoid areas frequented by dog mushers, skijorers, or people with pets
- Persons shall use the area in a way that is respectful and considerate of other users to include operating ATV’s, vehicles, and watercraft in a safe manner at reasonable and prudent speeds for the surfaces

Beaver taken under this Sub-permit must be reported within 5 days of the date of kill to Airport Operations Department at (907) 474-2552 or fai.operations@alaska.gov. Report number of beaver killed by leaving a message via voice mail or by email. Messages can be left twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week. If you fail to timely report beaver taken or otherwise fail to comply with the terms of this Sub-permit, you will not qualify for nuisance Sub-permits in the future and any current Sub-permits will be revoked.

Report any suspicious behavior to the Airport Communication Center (907) 474-2530 or the Fairbanks Alaska Wildlife Troopers at (907) 451-5350.
Access and use of the gravel pit and associated lands known at the “Wilder pit” located north of the wooded area between levee fingers D and E is prohibited.

Failure to comply with any part of this Operational Order may result in persons being trespassed, issued a citation under 17 AAC 42.020 or related regulation/statute, or being arrested and/or charged with a crime under the applicable Alaska Statutes.

**Trapping Map Locations:**
**Application to Nuisance Trap on Airport Property**

Name ____________________________________ Alaska DL/ID#_____________________________________

Mailing Address____________________________________________________________________________

Residence Address _________________________________________________________________________

Vehicle description ___________________________________________ License Plate ___________________

ATV or Snowmachine description _______________________________ Registration ____________________

Alaska Trapping License # _________________________ Date Trapping Starts_________________________

Trap Removal Date ______________________________    Phone Contact ____________________________

**Restrictions and rules for trapping on Airport property:**

- Trapping area must be identified by a sign with trapper name and contact number
- Notification must be made to FAI Operations prior to setting traps and when all traps are removed
- All traps and snares must be set under the surface of ice or water, so they do not attract or pose a threat to non-targeted species or pets
- Traps will not be affixed/tied to any airport infrastructure
- **Discharge of a firearm is prohibited**
- All manmade materials must be completely removed at end of season
- Do not dispose of animal carcasses on airport property
- Avoid areas frequented by dog mushers, skijorers, or people with pets
- Persons shall use the area in a way that is respectful and considerate of other users to include operating ATV’s, vehicles, and watercraft in a safe manner at reasonable and prudent speeds for the surfaces

I agree the above information is true and correct to the best of my ability. I agree to abide by all regulations pertaining to this activity as well as rules specifically pertinent to trapping near or on the airport. I also agree to indemnify and hold harmless the State of Alaska and its elected and appointed officers, agents, or employees against any claim that may be made by others or myself on my behalf, for activities conducted under this permit.

Applicant Signature ___________________________    Date ____________________________

*Complete and submit via email: fai.operations@alaska.gov*